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Although talk is the fundamental material of human relalions, the sociology of talk remains
undeveloped. This article presents a n ana!ysis of one kind o f talk, the employment o f accoztnts-statements made t o explai~zuntoward behavior and bridge the gap between actions
and expectations. Accounts m a y be classified b y content as excuses and justifications, each
w i t h its o w n subtypes. Excuses attd jzlstifications are socially approved vocabularies which
neutralize a n act or itr. conseqzcences when one or both are called into qzcestion. T h e honoring
o f an accozcizt represents the restovalion o f equilibrium. There are also strategies for avoiding
accounts. Afore broadly, accounts are nzanifestations of the underlying negotiation o f identities
within speech commt~nities.
ROLI time to time sociologists might well
pause from their ongoing pursuits to
inquire whether their research interests
contribute in any way to the fundamental
question of sociology, namely, the Hobbesian
question: How is society possible? Attempts
to answer this question could serve to unite
a discipline that may not yet have forgotten
its founders, but may still have forgotten
why it was founded.
Our purpose here is not to review the
various answers to the Hobbesian question,l
but rather to suggest that an answer to this
macro-sociological problem might be fruitfully explored in the analysis of the slightest
of interpersonal rituals and the very stuff of
which most of those rituals are composedtalk.
Talk, we hold, is the fundamental material
of human relations. And though sociologists
have not entirely neglected the subject,' the
sociology of
has
beell
Our concern here is with one feature of talk:
Its abilitv to shore ur, the timbers of fractured sociation, its adility to throw bridges
betlveen the promised and the performed, its
to
the
and
the
estranged. This feature of talk involves the
and receiving of what we shall call
accounts.
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An account is a linguistic device employed
whenever an action is subjected to valuative
i n q ~ i r y Such
. ~ devices are a crucial element
in the social order since they prevent conflicts from arising by verbally bridging the
gap between action and expectation.* Moreover, accounts are "situated" according to
the statuses of the interactants, and are
standardized within cultures so that certain
accounts are terminologically stabilized and
routinely expected when activity falls outside
the domain of expectations.
By an account, then, we mean a statement
made by a social actor to explain unanticipated or untoward behavior-whether
that
behavior is his own or that of others, and
xvhether the proximate cause for the statement arises from the actor himself or from
someone else.Qn account is not called for
An account has a fami!y resemblance to the
verbal component of a '6motive,, in
sense of
the term, i\Teber defined a motive as <'a complex of
subjective meaning which seems to the actor himself or to the observer as a n adequate ground for
the conduct in question." Max Reber, - ~ h e o r yo f
Social and Economic Organization, translated by
Talcott Parsons and A. M . Henderson, Glencoe: The
Free Press, 1947, pp. 98-99. Following Weber's
definition and building on G. H. Mead's social psychology and the work of Kenneth Burke, C. Wright
Mills was among the first to employ the notion of
accounts in his much neglected essay, "Situated Action and the Vocabulary of Motives," American
Sociologiral Review, 6 (December, 1940), pp. 904013 Contemporary British philosophy, following the
leads of Ludwig b'ittgenstein, has (apparently) independently advanced the idea of a "vocabulary of
motives." .An exemplary case is R. S. Peters' T h e
Concept of Motivation, London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1958.
The point is nicely illustrated by Jackson Toby
in "Some Variables in Role Conflict Analysis,"
Social Forces, 30 (March, 1952), pp. 323-327.
Thus by a n account we include also those non-

For a now ~laasicstatement and analysis oi the
Hobbesian question. see the discussion by Talcott
Parsons, T h e Stvttcture o f Social Action, Glencoe,
Ill.: The Free Press, 1949, pp. 89-91.
'See, for instance, William Soskin and Vera
John, "The Study of Spontaneous Talk," in T h e
Stream o f Behavior, edited by Roger Barker, N. Y.:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1963, pp. 228-282. Much
suggestive material and a complete bibliography can
be found in Joyce 0. Hertzler, A Sociology of
Language, N.Y.: Random House, 1965.
46
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ACCOUNTS
when people engage in routine, common-sense
behavior in a cultural environment that recognizes that behavior as such. Thus in American society we do not ordinarily ask why
married people engage in sexual intercourse,
or why they maintain a home with their
children, although the latter question might
well be asked if such behavior occurred
among the Nayars of Malabar.GThese questions are not asked because they have been
settled in advance in our culture and are indicated by the language itself. R e learn the
meaning of a "married couple" by indicating
that they are two people of opposite sex who
have a legitimate right to engage in sexual
intercourse and maintain their own children
in their own household. When such takenfor-granted phenomena are called into question, the inquirer (if a member of the same
culture group) is regarded as "just fooling
around," or perhaps as being sick.7
To specify our concerns more sharply we
should a t this point distinguish accounts
from the related phenomenon of "explanations." The latter refers to statements about
events where untoward action is not an issue
and does not have critical implications for a
relationship. Much of what is true about
accounts will also hold for explanations, but
our concern is primarily with linguistic forms
that are offered for untoward action. With
vocalized but linguistic explanations that arise in
an actor's "mind" when he questions his own behavior. However, our concern is with vocalized accounts and especially those that ale given in faceto-face relations.
6 William J . Goode, World Revolz~tionand Family Patterns, Kew York: The Free Press of Glencoe,
1963, pp. 254-256.
7 Moreover, common-sense understandings that
violate widespread cognitive knowledge, such as
are asserted in statements like "The sun rises every
morning and sets every night," or avowed in perceptions that a straight stick immersed in water
appears bent, are expected to be maintained. Persons who always insist on the astronomically exact
statement about the earth's relation to the sun
might be considered officious or didactic, while those
who "see" a straight stick in a pool might be credited with faulty eyesight. For a relevant discussion
of social reactions to inquiries about taken-forgranted phenomena, see Harold Garfinkel, "Studies
of the Routine Grounds of Everyday Activities,"
Social Problems, 11 (Winter, 1964), pp. 225-250,
and "A Conception of and Experiments with 'Trust'
as a Condition of Concerted Action," in Motivation
and Social Interaction, edited by 3. J. Harvey, N.Y.:
Ronald Press, 1963, pp. 187-238.

this qualification to our concern, we may
now specify further the nature and types of
accounts.
TYPES OF ACCOUNTS

There are in general two types of accounts:
excuses and justification^.^ Either or both
are likely to be invoked when a person is
accused of having done something that is
"bad, wrong, inept, unwelcome, or in some
other of the numerous possible ways, untoward."
Justifications are accounts in
which one accepts responsibility for the act
in question, but denies the pejorative quality
associated with it. Thus a soldier in combat
may admit that he has killed other men,
but deny that he did an immoral act since
those he killed were members of an enemy
group and hence '(deserved" their fate. Excuses are accounts in which one admits that
the act in question is bad, wrong, or inappropriate but denies full responsibility. Thus
our combat soldier could admit the wrongfulness of killing but claim that his acts
are not entirely undertaken by volition: he
is "under orders" and must obey. With these
introductory remarks, we now turn our focus
to a more detailed examination of types of
iustifications and excuses.
Excuses are socially approved vocabularies
for mitigating or relieving responsibility
when conduct is questioned. We may distinguish initially four modal forms by which
excuses are typically f o r m ~ l a t e dappeal
: ~ ~ to
accidents, appeal to dejeasibility, appeal to
biological drives, and scapegoating.
Excuses claiming accident as the source of
conduct or its consequences mitigate (if not
relieve) responsibility by pointing to the generally recognized hazards in the environment,
the understandable inefficiency of the body,
and the human incapacity to control all
motor responses. The excuse of accident is
acceptable precisely because of the irregularity and infrequency of accidents occurring
to any single actor. Thus while hazards are
numerous and ubiquitous, a particular person
is not expected ordinarily to experience the
8 We have taken this formulation from J. L.
Austin. See his Philosophical Papers, London: Oxford University Press, 1961, pp. 123-152.
Ibid., p. 124.
loThese types of excuses are to be taken as illustrative rather than as an exhaustive listing.
Q
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same accident often. I n other words, social acted in a certain way because of rnisinforactors employ a lay version of statistical mation arising from intentional or innocent
curves whereby they interpret certain acts as misrepresentation of the facts by others. An
occurring or not occurring by chance alone. excuse based on interference with the "free
When a person conducts himself so that the will" of an individual might invoke duress
same type of accident befalls him frequently, or undue influence. Finally both will and
he is apt to earn a label-such as "clumsy"knowledge can be impaired under certain conwhich will operate to stigmatize him and to ditions, the invocation of which ordinarily
warn others not to put him and themselves constitutes an adequate mitigation of responor their property in jeopardy by creating the sibility-intoxication (whether from alcohol
environment in which he regularly has acci- or drugs) and lunacy (whether temporary or
dents. When the excuse is rooted in an acci- permanent) being examples.
dent that is unobservable or unable to be
I n ordinary affairs and in law a person's
investigated-such a s blaming one's lateness actions are usually distinguished according
to work on the heaviness of traffic- frequent to their intent. Further, a person's intentions
pleas of it 2re likely to be discredited. Ex- are distinguished from the consequences of
cuses based on accidents are thus most likely his actions. Under a situation where an action
to be honored precisely because they do not is questioned an actor may claim a lack of
occur all the time or for the most part to the intent or a failure to foresee the consequences
actor in question.ll
of his act, or both. If the action in question
Appeals to defeasibility l 2 are available as involves a motor response-such as knocking
a form of excuse because of the widespread over a vase-the situation is not very differagreement that all actions contain some ent from that subsumed under the term ac"mental element." The components of the cident. When actions going beyond motor remental element are "knowledge" and "will." sponses are a t issue, the actor's intentions
One defense against an accusation is that a and foresight can be questioned. "Why did
person was not fully informed or that his you make her cry? " asks the accuser. The
"will" mas not completely "free." Thus an presentational strategies in reply to this quesindividual might excuse himself from respon- tion allow several modes of defeating the
sibility by claiming that certain information central claim implied in the question, namely,
was not available to him, which, if it that the actor intended with full knowledge
had been. would have altered his behavior. to make the lady weep. The accused may
Further, an individual might claim to have simply deny any intention on his part to have
caused the admittedly unfortunate conseOnly where nothing is left to chance-as among
quence. However, men ordinarily impute to
the Azande, n-here particular misfortunes are acone another some measure of foresight for
counted for by a ubiquitous witchcraft-is the extheir actions so that a simple denial of intent
cuse by accident not likely to occur. Azande do not
assert witchcraft to be the sole cause of phenomena;
may not be believed if it appears that the
they have a "practical" and "realistic" approach to
consequence of the action in question was inevents which would enjoy consenual support from
Occidental observers. However, Azande account deed what another person might expect and
therefore what the actor intended.
for what Occidentals would call "chance" or "coincidence" by reference to witchcraft. E. E. EvansIn addition to his denial of intent an actor
Pritchard writes: "We have no explanation of why
may
also deny his linowledge of the consethe two chains of causation [resulting in a catasquence.
The simplest denial is the cognitive
trophe] intersected a t a certain time and in a certain
disclaimer: "1 did not know that I would
place, for there is no interdependence between them.
Xzande philosophy can supply the missing link. make her cry by what I did." But this com. . . . I t is due to witchcraft. . . . iiyitchcraft es- plete denial of cognition is often not honored,
plains the coincidence of these two happenings."
especially when the interactants know one
Witchcraft, Oracles and AIagic Among tlze Aza:~de,
another well and are expected to have a more
London: Oxiord University Press, 1937, p. 70.
Defeasibility, or the capacity of being voided, complete imagery of the consequences of their
is a concept developed by H . L. A. Hart. This section acts to guide them. A more complex denialleans heavily on Hart's essay, "The Ascription of
the gravity disclaimer-includes
admitting
Responsibility and Rights," in Logic atzd Language,
First Srries, edited by Anthony Flew, Oxford: Basil to the possibility of the outcome in question
but suggesting that its probability was incalBlackwell, 1960, pp. 145-166.

culable: "I knew matters were serious, but
I did not know that telling her would make
her weep."
Still another type of excuse invokes biological drives. This invocation is part of a
larger category of "fatalistic" forces which
in various cultures are deemed in greater or
lesser degree to be controlling of some or
all events. Cultures dominated by universalist-achievement orientations l3 tend to give
scant and ambiguous support to fatalistic interpretations of events, but rarely disavow
them entirely. T o account for the whole of
one's life in such terms, or to account for
events which are conceived by others to be
controlled by the actor's conscience, will, and
abilities is to lay oneself open to the charge
of mental illness or personality disorganization.14 On the other hand, recent studies have
emphasized the situational element in predisposing certain persons and groups in
American society to what might be regarded
as a "normalized" fatalistic view of their
condition. Thus, for example, Kegroes l5 and
adolescent delinquents l6 are regarded and
13 For a general discussion of cultures in terms
of their "fatalistic" orientations or universalistachievement orientations, see Talcott Parsons, "A
Revised Analytical Approach to the Theory of Social
Stratification," in Essays i n Sociological Theory,
The Free Press of Glencoe, 1954, pp. 386-439. See
also Parsons, T h e Social System, Glencoe: The Free
Press, 1951.
Thus, in the most famous study of the psychodynamics of prejudice, one of the characteristics
of the intolerant or "authoritarian" personality is
"externalization," i.e., the attribution of causality of
events believed to be within the actor's power or
rational comprehension to uncontrollable forces
beyond his influence or understanding. See T. \V.
Adorno, et al., T h e Authoritarian Personality, N. Y.:
Harper and Row, 1950, pp. 474-475. See also
Gordon W. Allport, T h e Natzrre of Prejudice,
Garden City: Doubleday Anchor, 1958, p. 379. In a
recent study an intermittently employed cab driver's
insistence that there would inevitably be a revolution
after which the world would be taken over by
Segroes and Jews is recalled as one of several early
warning cues that he is mentally ill. Marion Radke
Yarrow, et al., "The Psychological Meaning of
Mental Illness in the Family," in Thomas J. Scheff,
Mental Illness and Social Process, K. Y.: Harper
and Row, 1967, p. 35.
l5 See Horace R. Cayton, "The Psychology of the
Negro Under Discrimination," in Arnold Rose,
editor, Race Prejudice and Disciinzi~z~fioit,
h-.Y . :
Alfred Knopf, 1953, pp. 276-290; and Bertram P.
Karon, T h e Negro Personality, N . T.:Springer,

8-53, 140-160.
16David Matza, Delinquency and Drift, N. Y . :
U'iley, 1964, pp. 88-90, 188-191.
1958, pp.

tend to regard themselves as less in control
of the forces that shape their lives than
Whites or middle-class adults.
.Among the fatalistic items most likely to
be invoked as an excuse are the biological
drives. Despite the emphasis in Occidental
culture since the late nineteenth century on
personality and social environment a s causal
elements in human action, there is still a
popular belief in and varied commitment to
the efficacy of the body and biological factors
in determining human behavior. Such commonplaces a s "men are like that" are shorthand phrases invoking belief in sex-linked
traits that allegedly govern behavior beyond
the will of the actor. Precisely because the
body and its biological behavior are always
present but not always accounted for in
science or society, invocation of the body
and its processes is available as an excuse.
The body and its inner workings enjoy something of the status of the sociological stranger
as conceived by Simmel, namely, they are
ever with us but mysterious. Hence, biological drives may be credited with influencing
or causing a t least some of the behavior for
which actors wish to relieve themselves of
full responsibility.
The invocation of biological drives is most
commonly an appeal to natural but uncontrollable sexual appetite. Among first and
second generation Italians in America the
recognition and fear of biologically induced
sexual intercourse serves men as both an excuse for pre- and extra-marital sexual relations and a justification for not being alone
with women ineligible for coitus. Thus one
student of Italian-American culture observes:
What the men fear is their own ability at selfcontrol. This attitude, strongest among young
unmarried people, often carries over into
adulthood. The traditional Italian belief-that
sexual intercourse is unavoidable when a man
and a woman are by themselves-is maintained intact among second-generation Italians, and continues even when sexual interest
itself is on the wane. For example, I was told
of an older woman whose apartment was
adjacent to that of an unmarried ma!e relative.
Although they had lived in the same building
for almost twenty years and saw each other
every day, she had never once been in his
apartment because of this be1ief.l7
'
1 Herbert J. Gans, T h e Urban lTillaget.s, N. Y.:
The Free Press, 1962, p. 49. According to another
student of Italian-American life, slum-dwelling
members of this subculture believe that "a man's
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Biological drive may be an expected excuse in some cultures, so that the failure to
invoke it, and the use of some other excuse,
constitutes an improper account when the
appropriate one is available. Oscar Lewis provides such an example in his ethnography of
a Mexican family. A cuckolded wife angrily
rejects her wayward husband's explanation
that the red stains on his shirt are due to
paint rubbed off during the course of his
work. She strongly suggests, in her retelling
of the incident, that she would have accepted
an excuse appealing to her husband's basic
sex drives:
And he had me almost believing it was red
paint! It was not that I am jealous. I realize
a man can never be satisfied with just one
woman, but I cannot stand being made a
fool of.=
Homosexuals frequently account for
their deviant sexual desires by invoking the
principle of basic biological nature. As one
homosexual put it:
It's part of nature. You can't alter it, no
matter how many injections and pills they
give you.lQ
Another of the biological elements that can
be utilized as an excuse is the shape of the
body itself. Body types are not only defined
in purely anatomical terms, but also, and
perhaps more importantly, in terms of their
shared social meanings. Hence fat people can
excuse their excessive laughter by appealing
to the widely accepted proverb that fat men
are jolly. Similarly persons bearing features
considered to be stereotypically "criminal" 20
may be exonerated for their impoliteness or
small larcenies on the grounds that their
looks proved their intentions and thus their
victims ought to have been on guard. The
health requires sexual intercourse at certain intervals." William F. Whyte, "A Slum Sex Code,"
American Journal of Sociology, 49 (July, 1943),
p. 26.
l* Oscar Lewis, The Children of Sanchez, N . Y . :
Random House, 1961, p. 475.
l9 Gordon Westwood, A Minority, London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1960, p. 46.
2 0 For an interesting study showing that criminals
believe that a fellow criminal's physical attractiveness will vary with type of crime-robbers are the
most attractive, murders the least; rapists are more
attractive than pedophiles, etc.-see Raymond J.
Corsini, "Appearance and Criminality," American
Journal of Sociology, 65 (July, 1959), pp. 49-51.

phrase, '(he looks crooked to me," serves as
a warning to others to carefully appraise the
character and intentions of the person so
designated, since his features bespeak an illegal intent.
The final type of excuse we shall mention
is scapegoating. Scapegoating is derived from
another form of fatalistic reasoning. Using
this form a person will allege that his questioned behavior is a response to the behavior
or attitudes of another. Certain psychological
theory treats this phenomenon as indicative
of personality disorder, and, if found in coniunction with certain other characteristic
traits, a signal of authoritarian p e r ~ o n a l i t y . ~ ~
Our treatment bypasses such clinical and
pathological concerns in order to deal with
the "normal" situation in which individuals
slough off the burden of responsibility for
their actions and shift it on to another. In
Mexican working-class society, for example,
women hold a distinctly secondary position
relative to men, marriage causes a loss of
status to the latter, and sexual intercourse is
regarded ambivalently as healthy and natuSuch a set
ral, but also as a necessary
of orientations predisposes both men and
women to attribute many of their shortcomings to women. An example is found in
the autobiography of a Mexican girl:
I was always getting into fights because some
girls are vipers; they get jealous, tell lies about
each other, and start trouble.23

Similarly, a Mexican youth who tried unsuccessfully to meet a girl by showing off on a
bicycle explains:
She got me into trouble with my father by
lying about me. She said I tried to run her
down with my bike and that all I did was
hang around spying on her.24
In another instance the same youth attributes
his waywardness to the fact that the girl
truly loved was his half-sister and thus unavailable to him for coitus or marriage:
Z1 Adorno, op. cit., pp. 233, 485; Allport, op. cit.,
pp. 235-249, suggests the historicity and uniqueness
of each instance of scapegoating.
22Arturo de Hoyos and Genevieve de Hoyos,
"The Amigo System and Alienation of the Wife in
the Conjugal Mexican Family," in Bernard Farber,
editor, Kinship and Family Organization, N . Y.:
Wiley, 1966, pp. 102-115, esp., pp. 103-107.
23 Lewis, op. cit., p. 143.
24 Zbid., p. 202.
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So, because of Antonia, I began to stay away have no standing to claim injury in the pubfrom home. It was one of the main reasons I lic, or to be noticed as injured. Denial of instarted to go on the bum, looking for trouble.2s jury to objects involves redefining the act as
Like excuses, justifications are socially ap- not injurious to it but only using it, e.g., car
proved vocabularies that neutralize an act or "borrowing" is not theft.
In denial of the victim the actor expresses
its consequences when one or both are called
into question. But here is the crucial differ- the position that the action was permissible
ence: to justify an act is to assert its positive since the victim deserved the injury. Four
value in the face of a claim to the contrary. categories of persons are frequently perceived
Justifications recognize a general sense in as deserving injury. First, there are proxiwhich the act in question is impermissible, mate foes, i.e., those who have directly inbut claim that the particular occasion permits jured the actor; second, incumbents of normor requires the very act. The laws governing atively discrepant roles, e.g., homosexuals,
the taking of life are a case in point. Amer- whores, pimps; third, groups with tribal stigican and English jurisprudence are by no mas, e.g., racial and ethnic minorities; and
means united on definitions or even on the finally, distant foes, that is, incumbents of
nature of the acts in question, but in gen- roles held to be dubious or hurtful, e.g.,
eral a man may justify taking the life of "Whitey," the "Reds," "politicians". Beanother by claiming that he acted in self- sides categories of persons, there are catedefense, in defense of others7 lives or prop- gories of objects perceived as deserving of
erty, or in action against a declared enemy injury. To begin with, the property of any of
the above mentioned categories of persons
of the state.
For a tentative list of types of justifica- may become a focus of attack, especially if
tions we may turn to what has been called that property is symbolic of the attacked
"techniques of neutralization." 26 Although person's status. Thus the clothing of the
these techniques have been discussed with whore is torn, the gavel of the politician is
respect to accounts offered by juvenile de- smashed, and so on. Secondly, there are oblinquents for untoward action, their wider jects that have a neutral or ambiguous idenuse has pet to be explored. Relevant to our tity with respect to ownership, e.g., a park
discussion of justification are the techniques bench. A final focus of attacked objects are
of "denial of injury," "denial of victim," those having a low or polluted value, e.g.,
"condemnation of condemners," and "appeal junk, or kitsch.
Using the device of condemnation of t h e
to loyalties." 27
In denial of injury the actor acknowledges condemners, the actor admits performiilg an
that he did a particular act but asserts that untoward act but asserts its irrelevancy beit was permissible to do that act since no cause others commit these and worse acts,
one was injured by it, or since no one about and these others are either not caught, not
whom the community need be concerned with punished, not condemned, unnoticed, or even
was involved, or finally since the act resulted praised.
Still another neutralization technique is
in consequences that were trifling. Note that
this justification device can be invoked with appeal t o loyalties. Here the actor asserts
respect to both persons and objects. The de- that his action was permissible or even right
nial of injury to persons suggests that they since it served the interests of another to
be viewed as "deserving" in a special sense: whom he owes an unbreakable allegiance or
that they are oversupplied with the valued affection.28
Besides these "techniques of neutralizathings of the world, or that they are "private"
persons ("my friends," "my enemies") who tion," two other sorts of justification may be
Ibid., p. 86.
Gresham M. Sykes and David Matza, "Techniques of Seutralization," American Sociological Review, 22 (December, 1957), pp. 667-669.
2 7 0 n e other neutralization technique mentioned
by Sykes and Slatza, "deniaI of responsibiIity," is
subsumed in our schema under "appeal to defeasibility."
25

26

"Xotc that appeal to loyalties could be an
exczlse if the argument runs that X did do A under
the influence of Y's domination or love, or under the
coercive influence of Y's injury to him were he not
to act, e.g., loss of love, blackmail, etc. I n other
words, appeal to loyalties is an excuse if X admits i t
was bad to do A, but refuscs to monopolize responsibility for A in himseli.

A M E R I C A S SOCI(
mentioned: "sad tales," and "self-fulfillment." T h e sad tale is a selected (often distorted) arrangement of facts that highlight
a n extremely dismal past, and thus "explain"
the individual's present state.20 For example,
a mental patient relates:

of self-fulfillment as the grounds for these
activities. Thus, a n "acid head" relates:
The whole purpose in taking the stuff is selfdevelopment. Acid expands consciousness.
Mine eyes have seen the glcry-can you say
that? I never knew nhat capacities I had
until I went on acid.32

I was going to night school to get an 1CI.A.
degree, and holding down a job in addition, And a Lesbian:
and the load got too much for me.30
Everyone has the right to happinesr and love.
I was married once. It was hell. But now I
And a homosexual accounts for his present
feel I have fulfilled myself as a person and
deviance with this sad tale:
as a woman.3"
I was in a very sophisticated queer circle at
We might also note that the drug users
the university. I t was queer in a sense that and hon~osexualsinterviewed (in San Franwe all camped like mad with "my dear" at
the beginning of every sentence, but there was cisco) who invoked the justification of selfpractically no sex, and in my case there was fulfillment did not appear to find anything
none at all. The break came when I went to "wrong" with their behavior. They indicated
a party and flirted I\-ith a merchant seaman either a desire to be left alone or to enlighten
who took me seriously and cornered me in a what they considered to be the unenlightened
bedroom. There was I, the great sophisticate.
who, when it came to the point, was quite raw, establishment.
completely inexperienced; and I might tell
you that seaman gave me quite a shock. I
H O N O R I S G ACCOUNTS, A X D BACKGROUXD
can't say I enjoyed it very much but it wasn't
EXPECTATIONS
long after before I started to dive into bed
with anyone.31
Accounts may be honored or not honored.
Finally we may mention a peculiarly inod- If an account is honored, we may say that it
ern type of justification, namely, self-fulfill- was efficacious and equilibrium is thereby rement. Interviewing LSD users and homosex- stored in a relationship. T h e most common
uals in the Haight-Ashbury district of San situation in which accounts are routinely
Francisco, we are struck by the prominence honored is encounters interrupted b y "incidents"-slips, boners, or gaffes which intro2 Q Erving Goffman, Asylums, Garden City: Douduce information deleterious to the otherwise
bleday Anchor, 1961, pp. 15C-151. The sad tale insmooth conduct of the i n t e r a ~ t a n t s . ~ W f t e n
volves the most dramatic instance of the general
a simple excuse will suffice, or the other interprocess of reconstructing personal biography
actants
will employ covering devices to rewhereby-for example-a husband may account for
store the status quo ante. A related situation
his present divorce by reconstructing the history of
earlier events in a n ascending scale leading up to
is that in which a n individual senses that
the final dissolution. The idea of a reconstruction
some incident or event has cast doubt on that
of biography is a continual theme in the writings of
Alfred Schutz. See his Collected Papers, 5-01. I , image of himself which he seeks to present.
"At such times:" the authority on impression
edited by Maurice Natanson, The Hague: Martinus
Nijhoff, 1962. A short clear summary of Schutz's management writes, "the individual is likely
contribution on the reconstruction of biography is
to try to integrate the incongruous events by
found in Peter L. Berger, Invitatiolz to Sociology,
means
of apologies, little excuses for self, and
Garden City: Doubleday Anchor, 1963, pp. 54-65.
disclain~ers;
through the same acts, incidenDrawing on Schutz, Garfinkel details the concept of
tally, he also tries to save his face." 35
reconstruction of biography in a series of experiments on the "retrospective reading" of social acOne variable governing the honoring of an
tion. See his "Common Sense Knowledge of Social account is the character of the social circle
Structures," in Theories oj t h e ,Ilitzd, edited by
Jordon M. Scher, Glencoe: The Free Press, 1962, in which i t is introduced. As we pointed out
earlier, vocabularies of accounts are likely
pp. 689-712. The empirical use of the concept of
retrospective reading of action is nicely il!ustrated
to be routinized within cultures, subcultures
by John I. Kitsuse, "Societal Reaction to Dex-iant
Behavior," in The Other Side, edited by Howard S.
Becker, N. Y.: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1964,
pp. 87-102.
30 Goffman, op. cit., p. 152.
a 1 itrestwood, op. cit., p. 32.

Tape-recorded interview, M a y 1967.
1967.
- 4 E r l i n g Goffman, Encoui~ters, Indianapolis:
Bobbs-Merrill, 1961, pp. 45-48.
*' Ibid., p. 51.
32

" Tape-recorded interview, June
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and groups, and some are likely to be exclusive to the circle in which they are employed.
A drug addict may be able to justify his conduct to a bohemian world, but not to the
courts. Similarly kin and friends may accept
excuses in situations in which strangers would
refuse to do so. Finally, while ignorance of
the consequences of an act or of its prohibition may exculpate an individual in many
clifferent circles, the law explicitly rejects this
notion: "Ignorance of the lam excuses no
man; not that all men know the lam but because 'tis an excuse every man will plead,
and no man can tell how to confute him." 36
Both the account offered by ego and the
honoring or non honoring of the account on
the part of alter will ultimately depend on
the background expectancies of the interactants. By bacliground expectancies we refer
to those sets of taken-for-granted ideas that
permit the interactants to interpret remarks
as accounts in the first place.37 Asked why
he is listless and depressed, a person may reply, ''I have family troubles." The remark
will be taken as an account, and indeed an
account that will probably be honored, because '(everyone knows7' that "family problems" are a cause of depression.
This last illustration suggests that certain
accounts can fit a variety of situations. Thus
in response to a wide range of questionsWhy don't you get married? Why are you
in a fit of depression? Why are you drinking
so heavily?-the individual can respond with
"I'm having family problems." The person
offering such an account may not himelf regard it as a true one, but invoking it has certain interactional payoffs: since people cannot say they don't understand it-they are
accounts that are part of our socially distributed knowledge of what "everyone knows"the inquiry can be cut short.
Clearly, then, a single account will stand
for a wide collection of events, and the effi36 John Selden, Table Talk, 1696, quoted in Harry
Johnson. Sociology, New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Co., 1960, p. 552n.
3 7 The term is borrowed from Harold Garfinkel.
Besides the iootnote references to Garfinlrel already
cited, see his Studies i n EtJmomethodology, Englemood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968. For an original discussion on how the meaning of an account depends upon background expectancies and a methodology for its study, see Harvey Sacks, T h ? Search
for Help, unpublished doctoral dissrrtation, University of California, Berkeley, 1966.

cacy of such accounts depends upon a set of
shared background expectations.
In interacting with others, the socialized
person learns a repertoire of background expectations that are appropriate for a variety
of others. Hence the '(normal" individual will
change his account for different role others.
A wife may respond sympathetically to her
depressed husband because his favorite football team lost a championship game, but such
an account for depression will appear bizarre
when offered to one's inquiring boss. Thus
background expectancies are the means not
only for the honoring, but also for the nor,honoring of accounts. When the millionaire
accounts for his depression by saying he is
a failure, others will be puzzled since "everyone knows" that millionaires are not failures.
The incapacity to invoke situationally appropriate accounts, i.e., accounts that are anchored to the background expectations of the
situation, will often be taken as a sign of
mental
There are grounds then for
conceptualizing normal individuals as "not
stupid" rather than ('not ill." 39 The person
who is labeled ill has been behaving "stupidly" in terms of his culture and society:
he offers accounts not situationally appropriate according to culturally defined background expectation^.^^
"On how background expectations are used to
determine whether a person is judged criminal or
sick see the neglected essay by Vilhelm Aubert and
Sheldon L. Messinger, "The Criminal and the Sick,"
Inquiry, 1 (Autumn, 1958), pp. 137-160.
3Q This formulation is persistently (and we believe
rightly) argued in the various writings of Ernest
Becker. See especially T h e Revolution i n Psychiatry,
P;. Y.: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1964; and his
essay "Mills' Social Psychology and the Great
Historical Convergence on the Problem of Alienation," in T h e N e w Sociology, edited by Irving L.
Horowitz, IL'. Y.: Oxford University Press, 1964,
pp. 108-133.
40 I n the case of schizophrenics, i t has been noted
that they are individuals who construct overly
elaborate accounts, i.e., accounts that are perceived
as being elaborately constructed. These accounts, i t
appears, take the form of "building up" the possibilities of a situation that others find improbable.
Thus the paranoid husband accounts for his frenzied
state by relating that his wife went shopping-and,
to him, going shopping constitutes the most opportune occasion to rendezvous secretly with a
lover. I n response to the inquirer, the paranoid
asks: "If you wanted to meet a lover, wouldn't you
tell your spouse you're going shopping?" For a general discussion, see Becker, The Revolution in Psychiatry, op. cit.
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Often an account can be discredited bv the
appearance of the person offering an account.
When a girl accounts for her late return from
a date by saying the movie was overlongthat no untoward event occurred and that
she still retains virgin status-her mother
may discredit the account by noting the
daughter's flushed appearance. Since individuals are aware that appearances may serve to
credit or discredit accounts, efforts are understandably made to control these appearances
through a vast repertoire of "impression
management" a c t i v i t i e ~ . ~ ~
When an account is not honored it will be
regarded as either illegitimate or unreasonable. An account is treated as illegitimate
when the gravity of the event exceeds that
of the account or when it is offered in a
circle where its vocabulary of motives is unacceptable. As illustration of the former we
may note that accidentally allowing a pet turtle to drown may be forgiven, but accidentally
allowing the baby to drown with the same
degree of oversight may not so easily be excused. As illustration of the latter, male
prostitutes may successfully demonstrate
their masculinity within the subculture of
persons who regularly resort to homosexual
acts by insisting that they are never fellators,
but such a defense is not likely in heterosexual circles to lift from them the label of
"queer." 42
An account is deemed unreasonable when
the stated grounds for action cannot be
'(normalized" in terms of the background
expectancies of what "everybody knows."
Hence when a secretary explained that she
placed her arm in a lighted oven because
voices had commanded her to do so in punishment for her evil nature. the account was
held to be grounds for cdmmitment to an
asylum.43 In general those who persist in
giving unreasonable accounts for questioned
actions are likely to be labelled as mentally
ill. Or, to put this point another way, unreasonable accounts are one of the sure indices by which the mentally ill are appreu

-

41 Erving Goffman, Presentation of Self i n Everyday Life, University of Edinburgh, 1956.
Albert J . Reiss, Jr., "The Social Integration of
Queers and Peers," in T h e Other Side, op. cit., pp.
181-210.
43 Marguerite Sechehaye, Autobiography
of a
Schizophrenic Girl, New York: Grune and Stratton,
1951.

hended. Conversely, those persons labeled as
mentally ill may relieve themselves of the
worst consequences of that label by recognizing before their psychiatrists the truth
value of the label, by reconstructing their
past to explain how they came to deviate
from norn~al patterns, and by gradually
coming to give acceptable accounts for their
behavior.44
Beyond illegitimacy and unreasonableness
are special types of situations in which accounts may not be acceptable. One such type
involves the incorrect invocation of "commitment" or ((attachment" 45 in account situations where one or the other, but only the
correct one, is permitted. By commitment we
refer to that role orientation in which one
has through investiture become liable and
responsible for certain actions. By attachment we refer to the sense of vesting one's
feelings and identity in a role. Certain statuses, especially those dealing with distasteful activities or acts that are condemned except when performed by licensed practitioners, are typically expected to invest their
incumbents with only commitment and not
with attachment. Hangmen who, when questioned about their occupation, profess to be
emotionally attracted to killing, are not
likely to have their account honored. Indeed,
distasteful tasks are often imputed to have
a clandestine but impermissible allure, and
so those who regularly perform them are
often on their guard to assert their commitment, but not their attachment to the task.
Organizations systematically provide accounts for their members in a variety of situations. The rules of bureaucracy, for instance, make available accounts for actions
taken toward clients-actions which, from
the viewpoint of the client, are ~ n t o w a r d . ~ "
Again, these accounts "work" because of a
44 See Thomas Scheff, Being Mentally Ill, Chicago:
Aldine Press, 1966. See also Erving Goffman,
Asylums, op. cit.
45 These terms are adapted from Erving Goffman, Behavior i n Public Places, N . Y . : The Free
Press of Glencoe, 1963, p. 36n, and Encounters, op.
cit., p p 105 ff.
46 The theme is widely explored in the literature
on formal organizations. For an early and perhaps
still the clearest statement of the theme, see Robert
K. hlerton's widely reprinted "Bureaucratic Structure and Personality," available in Complex Organizations, edited by Amitai Etzioni, New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962, pp. 48-60.
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set of background expectations. Thus when disclosing the particularly valued pieces of
people say they must perform a particular i n f ~ r m a t i o n .Among
~~
adolescent boys in
action because it is a rule of the organization, American society engaged in a "bull sesthe account is regarded as a t least reason- sion" it is usually inappropriate to challenge
able, since '(everyone knows" that people fol- a speaker describing his sexual exploits
low rules. Of course, the gravity of the event since, no matter how embellished and exagmay discredit such accounts, as the trials of gerated the account might be, it permits the
to glean knowledge about sex-ordiNazi war criminals dramatically i l l u ~ t r a t e . ~hearers
~
Under certain situations behavior that narily withheld from them in the regular
would ordinarily require an account is nor- channels of education-with impunity. Callmalized without interruption or any call for ing for an account in the midst of such
an account. Typically such situations are so- disclosures, especially when the account
cial conversations in which the values to be would require a discussion of the speaker's
obtained by the total encounter supersede morality, might cut off the hearers from
those which would otherwise require excuses obtaining precisely that kind of information
or justifications. Two values that may over- which is in no other way available to them.50
ride the requirement of accounts are sociaSo far we have discussed accounts in terms
bdlit y and information.
of their content, but it should be pointed
In the case of sociability the desire that out that accounts also differ in form or
the interactional circle be uninterrupted by style. Indeed, as we will now suggest, the
any event that might break it calls for each style of an account will have bearing on its
interactant to weigh carefully whether or honoring or dishonoring.
not the calling for an account might disrupt
the entire engagement. When the gathering
LINGUISTIC STYLES AND ACCOUNTS
is a convivial one not dedicated to significant
We may distinguish five linguistic styles
matters-that is, matters that have a proacthat
frame the manner in which an account
tive life beyond the engagement itself-the
will
be
given and often indicate the social
participants may overlook errors, inept statecircle
in
which it will be most appropriately
ments, lies, or discrepancies in the statements
employed.
These five styles, which in practice
of others. Parties often call for such behavior
but are vulnerable to disruption by one who often shade into one another and are not
violates the unwritten rule of not questioning unambiguously separated in ordinary life,
another too closely. I n unserious situations in are the intimate, casual, consultative, formal,
which strangers are privileged to interact as and frozen styles.51 These styles, as we shall
a primary group without future rights of see, are ordered on a scale of decreasing
similar interaction-such as in bars-the in- social intimacy.52
The intimate style is the socially sancteractants may construct elaborate and selftioned
linguistic form employed among percontradictory biographies without fear of
being called to account.48
49 Edward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension, GarI n some engagements the interactants seek den City: Doubleday, 1966, pp. 139-144.
5 0 When a boy is interrupted by a call for a n acto obtain infornzation from the speaker which
is incidental to his main point but which count in the midst of his own recounting of sexual
exploits he may simply relapse into uncommunicamight be withheld if any of the speaker's tive silence, change the subject, or withdraw from
statements were called into account. Among the group. To prevent any of these, and to aid in
the Japanese, for example, the significant the continuity of the original story, the other memitem in a conversation may be circumscribed bers of the audience may urge the speaker to continue as before, assure him of their interest and
by a verbal wall of trivia and superfluous support,
and sharply reprove or perhaps ostracize
speech. To interrupt a speaker by calling for from the group the person who called for the acan account might halt the conversation al- count.
51 We have adapted these styles from Martin
together or detour the speaker away from
For a literary illustration, see the play by Peter
Weiss, The Investigation, N. Y.: Atheneum Books,
1967.
48See Sherri Cavan, Liquor Licences, Chicago:
Aldine Press, 1966, pp. 79-87.
47

Joos, The Five Clocks, N. Y.: Harbinger Books,
1961.
b2 Each of these linguistic styles is associated
with distinctive physical distances between the interactants. For a discussion of this point see Hall,
op. cit., pp. 116-122.
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sons who share a deep, intense and personal
relationship. The group within which it is
employed is usually a dyad-lovers, a married pair, or very close friends. The group
can be larger but not much larger, and when
it reaches four or five it is strained to its
limits. The verbal style employs single
sounds or words, and jargon, to communicate
whole ideas. An account given in this form
may be illustrated by the situation in which
a husband, lying beside his wife in bed,
caresses her but receives no endearing response. His wife utters the single word,
"pooped." By this term the husband understands that the account given in response to
his unverbalized question, "Why don't you
make love to me? After all I am your husband. You have wifely duties!" is "I realize
that under ordinary circumstances I should
and indeed would respond to your love making, but tonight I am too exhausted for that
kind of activity. Do not take it to mean
that I have lost affection for you, or that I
take my wifely duties lightly."
The casual style is used among peers, ingroup members and insiders. I t is a style
employed by those for whom the social
distance is greater than that among intimates
but is still within the boundaries of a primary
relationship. T-ypically it employs ellipses,
i.e., omissions, and slang. I n casual style
certain background information is taken for
granted among the interactants and may be
merely alluded to in order to give an account.
Thus among those who are regular users of
hallucinogenic drugs, the question "Why
were you running about naked in the park?"
might be answered, "I was 'on.' " The hearer
will then know that the speaker was under
the influence of a familiar drug and was
engaged in an activity that is common in
response to taking that drug.
While each style differs from that to which
it is juxtaposed by degree, the difference between any two styles-skipping an interval
on the aforementioned social intimacy scale
-is one of kind. Thus intimate and casual
styles differ only in degree from one another
and suggest a slight but significant difference
in social distance among the interactants,
but the consultative style differs in kind
from the intimate. Consultative style is that
verbal form ordinarily employed when the
amount of knowledge available to one of

the interactants is unknown or problematic
to the others. Typically in such an interaction
the speaker supplies background information
which he is unsure the hearer possesses, and
the hearer continuously participates by
means of linguistic signs and gestures which
indicate that he understands what is said or
that he requires more background information. In offering accounts in this form there
is a definite element of "objectivity," i.e., of
non-subjective and technical terms. The individual giving an account relies on reference
to things and ideas outside the intimate and
personal realm. In response to the question,
"Why are you smoking marijuana? Don't
you know that it's dangerous?", the individual might reply, L'Ismoke marijuana because everybody who's read the LaGuardia
Report knows that it's not habit forming."
But a casual response might be simply,
L L D ~ nbe' t square."
For~~zaZ
style is employed when the group
is too large for informal co-participation to
be a continuous part of the interaction.
Typically it is suited to occasions when an
actor addresses an audience greater than six.
Listeners must then wait their turn to respond, or, if they interject comments, know
that this will be an untoward event, requiring
some kind of re-structuring of the situation.
Speaker and audience are in an active and a
passive role, respectively, and, if the group
is large enough, may be obligated to speak
or remain silent according to pre-established
codes of procedure. Formal style may also
be employed when speaker and auditor are
in rigidly defined statuses. Such situations
occur in bureaucratic organizations between
persgns in hierarchically differentiated statuses, or in the courtroom, in the interaction
between judge and defendant.
Frozen style is an extreme form of formal
style employed among those who are simultaneously required to interact and yet remain
social strangers. Typically interaction in the
frozen style occurs among those between
whom an irremovabIe barrier exists. The
barrier may be of a material or a social
nature, or both. Thus pilots communicate
to air scanners in a control tower in the
same lingual style as prisoners of war to
their captors or telephone operators to angered clients. Often the frozen accounts offered are tutored, memorized or written
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down in advance, and they may be applicable
to a variety of situations. Thus the prisoner
of war reiterates his name, rank and serial
number to all questions and refers his interrogators to the Geneva Convention. The
pilot replies to questions about his aberrant
flight pattern, coming from the anonymous
control tower, with a smooth flow of technical
jargon quoted from his handbook on flying.
The telephone operator refuses to become
flustered or angered by the outraged demands
and accusations of the caller unable to reach
his party, and quotes from memory the rules
of telephone conduct required of the situation.
In summary, then, accounts are presented
in a variety of idioms. The idiomatic form of
an account is expected to be socially suited
to the circle into which it is introduced,
according to norms of culture, subculture,
and situation. The acceptance or refusal of
an offered account in part depends on the
appropriateness of the idiom employed. Failure to employ the proper linguistic style
often results in a dishonoring of the account
or calls for further accounts. Sometimes the
situation results in requirements of compound
accounting wherein an individual, having
failed to employ idiomatic propriety in his
first account, is required not only to reaccount for his original untoward act but
also to present an account for the unacceptable language of his first account. Note that
idiomatic errors on the part of a person giving an account provide an unusual opportunity for the hearer to dishonor or punish
the speaker if he so wishes. Thus even if
the content of the tendered account is such
as to excuse or justify the act, a hearer who
wishes to discredit the speaker may "trip
him up" by shifting the subject away from
the matter originally a t hand and onto the
form of the account given. Typical situations
of this kind arise when persons of inferior
status provide substantially acceptable accounts for their allegedly untoward behavior
to their inquiring superiors but employ idiomatically unacceptable or condemnable form.
Thus school children who excuse their fighting with others by not only reporting that
they were acting in self-defense but also,
and in the process, by using profanity may
still be punished for linguistic impropriety,
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even if they are let off for their original defal~ation:~~
STRATEGIES FOR AVOIDING ACCOUNTS

The vulnerability of actors to questions
concerning their conduct varies with the
situation and the status of the actors. Where
hierarchies of authority govern the social
situation, the institutionalized office may
eliminate the necessity of an account, or even
prevent the question from arising. Military
officers are thus shielded from accountability
to their subordinates. Where culture distance
and hierarchy are combined-as in the case
of slaveholders vis-8-vis their new imported
slaves-those enjoying the superior status
are privileged to leave their subordinates in
a perplexed and frightened state.54
Besides the invulnerability to giving accounts arising from the status and position
of the actors are the strategies that can prevent their announcement. We may refer to
these strategies as meta-accounts. Three
such strategies are prominent: mystification,
referral, and identity switching.55
When the strategy of mystification is employed an actor admits that he is not
meeting the expectations of another, but follows this by pointing out that, although there
are reasons for his unexpected actions, he
cannot tell the inquirer what they are. I n its
simplest sense the actor says "It's a long
storv."
and leaves it a t that. Such accounts
+,
are most likely to be honored under circumstances which would normally hinder an
elaborate account, as when students have a
chance meeting while rushing off to scheduled
classes.
Besides the five linguistic styles discussed, we
may note that accounts may be usefully distinguished in the manner of their delivery. For a cogent
typology see Robert E. Pittenger, et al., T h e First
Five Minutes, Ithaca, K. Y.: Paul Martineau, 1960,
p. 255.
"Another kind of invulnerability arises in those
situations in which physical presence is tantamount
to task performance. Students in a classroom, parishoners in a church, and soldiers at a drill may be
counted as "presentn-their very visibility being all
that is required for routine performance-although
they might be "away" in the vicarious sense of daydreaming, musing on other matters, or relaxing into
a reverie.
5 5 For these terms, in the context of strategies
for avoiding accounts, we are indebted to Gregory
Stone.
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More complicated versions of mystification
are those that suggest that alter is not aware
of certain facts-facts
that are secretwhich, if known, would expIain the untoward
action. Typically this is the response of the
charismatic leader to his followers or the
expert to his naive assistant. Thus does Jesus
sometimes mystify his disciples and Sherlock
Holmes his Dr. Watson. Finally, as already
mentioned, certain statuses suggest mystification: in addition to charismatic leaders
and experts a t occult or little-understood arts
are all those statuses characterized by specialized information including (but not limited to) doctors, lawyers, and spies.
Using the strategy of referral, the individual says, "I know I'm not meeting your expectations but if you wish to know why,
please see. . . ." Typically referral is a
strategy available to the sick and the subordinate. Illness, especially mental illness,
allows the sick person to refer inquiries about
his behavior to his doctor or psychiatrist.
Subordinates may avoid giving accounts by
designating superiors as the appropriate
persons to be questioned. A special example
of group referral is that which arises when
accounts for the behavior of a whole people
are avoided by sending the interrogator to
the experts. Thus juvenile delinquents can
refer inquiries to social workers, Hopi Indians to anthropologists, and unwed Negro
mothers to the Moynihan Report.
In identity switching, ego indicates to
alter that he is not playing the role that alter
believes he is playing. This is a way of saying
to alter, "You do not know who I am." This
technique is readily available since all individuals possess a multiplicity of identities.
Consider the following example.66A workingclass Mexican husband comes home from an
evening of philandering. His wife suspects
this and says, "Where were you?" He responds with: "None of your business, you're
a wife." Here the husband is assuming that it
is not the wife's job to pry into the affairs of
her husband. She replies, "What kind of a
father are you?" What the woman does here
is to suggest that she is not a wife, but a
mother-who is looking out for the welfare
of the children. To this the husband replies:
o6 For this illustration we are again indebted to
Gregory Stone. The illustration itself is derived from
Oscar Lewis' T h e Children of Sanchez, op. cit.

"I'm a man-and
you're a woman." I n
other words, he is suggesting that, in this
status of man, there are things that a woman
just doesn't understand. We note in this
example that the status of persons not only
affects the honoring and non-honoring of
accounts, but also determines who can call
for an account and who can avoid it. Again
it should be pointed out that the normal
features of such interaction depend upon
the actors sharing a common set of background expectancies.
NEGOTIATING

IDENTITIES,

AND ACCOUNTS

As our discussion of identity-switching
emphasizes, accounts always occur between
persons in roles-between husband and wife,
doctor and patient, teacher and student, and
so on. A normative structure governs the
nature and types of communication between
the interactants, including whether and in
what manner accounts may be required and
given, honored or discredited.
Accounts, as suggested, presuppose an
identifiable speaker and audience. The particular identities of the interactants must
often be established as part of the encounter
in which the account is p r e ~ e n t e d In
. ~ ~other
words, people generate role identities for
one another in social situations. In an account-giving situation, to cast alter in a
particular role is to confer upon him the
privilege of honoring a particular kind of
account, the kind suitable to the role identity
conferred and assumed for a t least the period
of the account. To assume an identity is to
don the mantle appropriate to the account to
be offered. Identity assumption and "altercasting" 58 are prerequisites to the presentation of accounts, since the identities thus
established interactionally "set" the social
stage on which the drama of the account is
to be played out.
The identities of speaker and audience
will be negotiated as part of the encounter.
Each of the interactants has a stake in the
5 7 For an excellent discussion of this point as well
as an insightful analysis of the concept of identity,
see Anselm L. Strauss, Mirrors and Masks, The Free
Press of Glencoe, 1959.
5 8 The concept of "alter-casting" is developed by
Eugene A. Weinstein and Paul Deutschberger,
"Tasks, Bargains, and Identities in Social Interaction,;' social ~ o r c e s V.
, 42 (May, 1964), pp. 451456.

negotiations since the outcomes of the engagement will often depend on these preestablished identities. In competitive or bargaining situations 5"he
interactants will
each seek to maximize gains or minimize
losses, and part of the strategy involved will
be to assume and accept advantageous identities, refusing those roles that are disadvantageous to the situation. Every account is a
manifestation of the underlying negotiation
of i d e ~ t i t i e s . ~ ~
The most elementary form of identification
is that of human and fellow human negotiated by the immediate perceptions of
strangers who engage in abrupt and involuntary engagements. Thus once two objects on
a street collide with one another and mutually perceive one another to be humans, an
apology in the form of an excuse, or mutually
paired excuses, will suffice. Those persons
not privileged with full or accurate perception-the blind, myopic, or blindfolded-are
not in a position to ascertain immediately
whether the object with which they have
collided is eligible to call for an account and
to deserve an apology. In overcompensating
for their inability to negotiate immediately
such elementary identities, the persons so
handicapped may indiscriminately offer
apologies to everyone and everything with
which they collide-doormen
and doors,
street-walkers and street signs. On the other
hand, their identification errors are forgiven
as soon as their handicap is recognized.
Some objects are ambiguously defined
with respect to their deserving of accounts.
Animals are an example. House pets, especially dogs and cats are sometimes imputed
to possess human attributes and are thus
eligible for apologies and excuses when they
are trodden upon by their masters. But insects and large beasts-ants and elephants,
for example-do not appear to be normally
eligible for accounts even when they are
trodden upon by unwary (Occidental) humans.
However, there are instances wherein the
anthropomorphosis of the human self is more
59 See the brilliant discussion by Thomas C.
Schelling, The Strategy of Conpict, N. Y.: Galaxy
Books, 1963, pp. 21-52.
60 The terms "identities" and "roles" may be used
as synonymous in that roles are identities mobilized
in a specific situation; whereas role is always situationally specific, identities are trans-situational.

difficult to negotiate than that of a dog.
Racial minorities in caste societies often
insist to no avail on the priority of their
identity as "human beings" over their identification as members of a racial group.61 Indeed the "Negro human-being" role choice
dilemma is but one instance of a articular
form of strategy in the negotiation of identities. The strategy involves the competition
between ego and alter over particularistic
versus universalistic role identities. In any
encounter in which a disagreement is potential or has already occurred, or in any situation in which an account is to be offered,
the particularistic or universalistic identity
of the interactants might dictate the manner
and outcome of the account situation. Each
participant will strive for the advantageous
identity. A Negro psychoanalyst with considerable experience in Europe and North
Africa has shown how the form of addresseither consultative or deprecatingly casualand the tone used, are opening moves in
the doctor's designation of his patient as
European or Negro:
Twenty European patients, one after another,
came in: "Please sit down . . . Why do
you wish to consult me?" Then comes a Negro
or an Arab: "Sit there, boy. . . ." 62
And, as the psychoanalyst points out, the
identity imputed to the patient might be accepted or rejected. To reject the particularistic identity in favor of a universalistic one,
the Negro patient might reply, "I am in no
sense your boy, Monsieur" 63 and the negotiations for identities begin again or get
detoured in an argument.
I n an account situation there is a further
complication. Once identities have been es61 "An unconscious desire to be white, coupled
with feelings of revulsion toward the Negro masses,
may produce an assimilationist pattern of behavior
a t the purely personal level. Assimilation is in this
sense a means of escape, a form of flight from 'the
problem.' I t involves a denial of one's racial identity
which may be disguised by such sentiments as 'I'm
not a Negro but a human being1-as if the two
were mutually exclusive. This denial is accompanied
by a contrived absence of race consciousness and a
belittling of caste barriers. By minimizing the color
line, the assimilationist loses touch with the realities
of Negro life." Robert A. Bone, The Negro Novel in
America, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1965,
p. 4.
62 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks, N. Y.:
Grove Press, 1967, p. 32.
6 3 Zbid., p. 33.
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tablished and an account offered, the individual has committed himself to an identity
and thus seemingly assumed the assets and
liabilities of that role for the duration of
the encounter. If he accepts the identity as
permanent and unchangeable, however, he
may have limited his range of subsequent
accounts. And if he wishes to shift accounts
to one appropriate to another identity he
may also need to account for the switch in
identities. Thus, in the face of a pejorative
particularistic identity, a h-egro might wish
to establish his claim to a positive universalistic one devoid of the pejorative contents of
the imputed one. However, once this new
universalistic identity has been established,
the Negro might wish to shift back to the
particularistic one, if there are positive qualities to be gained thereby, qualities utterly
lost by an unqualified acceptance of the
universalistic identity.G4But the switch might
require an account itself.
Identity switching has retroactive dangers,
since it casts doubt on the attachment the
claimant had to his prior identity, and his
attachment may have'been a crucial element
in the acceptability of his first account. On
the other hand, the hearer of an account
may have a vested interest in accepting the
entire range of accounts and may thus accommodate or even facilitate the switch in identities. Thus the hearer may "rationalize" the
prior commitment, or reinterpret its meaning
so that the speaker may carry off subsequent
accounts." Another strategy available to a
hearer is to engage in alter-casting for purposes of facilitating or frustrating an account.
The fact that individuals have multiple
identities makes them both capable of strategic identity change and vulnerable to involuntary identity imputations.
I n ordinary life, accounts are usually
"phased." 66 One account generates the question which gives rise to another; the new
account reqiires re-negotiation of identities;
the identities necessitate excuses or justifications, improvisation and alter-casting; an'34Fanon, ibid., provides one of the most graphic
examples of this phenomenon. For a socio-literary
treatment, see St. Clair Drake, "Hide My Face?On Pan-Africanism5 and Negritude," in Herbert
HilI, editor, Soon One Morning, N. Y.: Alfred
Knopf, 1963, pp. 77-105.
"6 Schelling, op. cit., p. 34.
For a discussion on the "phasing" of encounters,
see Strauss, op. cit., p. 44 ti.

other account is given; another question
arises, and so on. The following interview
between a Soviet social worker and his client,
a young woman, nicely illustrates this phen~menon.~~
A girl of about nineteen years of age
enters the social worker's office and sits down
sighing audibly. The interview begins on
a note of mystification which ends abruptly
when the girl establishes her identityabandoned wife.
"What are you sighing so sadly for?" I
asked. "Are you in trouble?" Lyuba raised her
prim little head with a jerk, sighed pianissimo
and smiled piteously.
"KO . . . it's nothing much. I was in
trouble, but it's all over now. . . ."
"All over, and you are still sighing about
it?" I questioned further. Lyuba gave a little
shiver and looked at me. A flame of interest
had leaped into her earnest brown eyes.
"i{'ould you like me to tell you all about
it?"
"Yes, do."
"It's a long story."
"Never mind. . . ."
"My husband has left me."
The interview carries on in what must be
regarded as an unsuccessful approach by the
social worker. He establishes that Lyuba still
loves her wayward husband, has lost faith
in men, and is unwilling to take his advice
to forget her first husband and remarry.
The abandoned wife turns out to be an identity with which the worker has difficulty
coping. He, therefore, alter-casts with telling
effect in the following manner.
"Tell me, Lyuba, are your parents alive?"
"Yes, they are. Daddy and Mummy! They
keep on telling me off for having got married."
"Quite right too."
"No, it's not. What's right about it?"
"Of course, they're right. You're still a child
and already married and divorced."
"Well . . . what about it! What's that got to
do with them?"
"Aren't you living with them?"
"I have a room of my own. My husband
left me and went to live with his . . . and the
room is mine now. And I earn two hundred
rubles. And I'm not a child! How can you call
me a child?"
Note that little bits of information provide the cues for altercasting, so that Lyuba's
6 7 The following is from A. S. Mackarenko, The
Collective Family,Garden City: Doubleday Anchor,
1967, pp. 230-232.

volunteering the fact of her parents' disapproval of her first marriage, provides the
grounds for the social worker's recasting
her in the child role. However, this new
identity is rejected by Lyuba by further
evidentiary assertions: she supports herself
and maintains her own residence. The child
role has been miscast. Even the social
worker gives up his attempt a t switching
Lyuba out from her role as abandoned wife.
He writes: "Lyuba looked a t me in angry
surprise and I saw that she was quite serious
about this game she played in life." Thus
negotiations for identities-as
in financial
transactions-usually end with both parties
coming to an agreeable settlement.
CONCLUSION

The sociologist has been slow to take as
a serious subject of investigation what is
perhaps the most distinctive feature of humans-talk. Here we are suggesting a concern with one type of talk: the study of
what constitutes "acceptable utterances" 68
for untoward action. The sociological study
of communications has relegated linguistic
utterances largely to linguists and has generally mapped out non-verbal behavior a s its
distinctive domain. We are suggesting that
a greater effort is needed to formulate theory
that will integrate both verbal and nonverbal b e h a v i ~ r . ~ "
Perhaps the most immediate task for research in this area is to specify the background expectations that determine the range
of alternative accounts deemed culturally
appropriate to a variety of recurrent situa68The term is borrowed from Noam Chomsky,
Aspects of a Theory of Syntax, Cambridge, Mass.:
M I T Press, 1965, p. 10.
T o our knowledge the most persuasive argument for this need is made by Kenneth L Pike,
Language in Relation t o a Unified Theory of the
Stvucture of H u m a n Behavior, Glendale: Summer
Institute of Linguistics, 1954. A short, clear programmatic statement is found in Dell Hymes' "The Ethnography of Speaking," in Thomas Gladain and
William C. Sturtevant, editors, Anthropology and
H u m a ~ z Belzavior, Washington, D C.: Anthropological Society of Washington, 1962, pp 72-85.
For an argument that stresses the analytic separation
of the content of talk from the forms of talk, see
the brief but lucid statement by Erving Goffman,
"Tine Neglected Situation," in The Ethnography of
Communications, edited by John Gumperz and Dell
Hymes, Americaiz dnthvopologist, 66 (December,
1964), Part 2, pp 133-136.

tions. We want to know how the actors take
bits and pieces of words and appearances
and put them together to produce a perceivedly normal (or abnormal) state of
affairs. This kind of inquiry crucially involves a study of background e ~ p e c t a t i o n s . ~ ~
On the basis of such investigations, the analyst should be able to provide a set of instructions on '(how to give an account" that
would be taken by other actors as "normal." 71 These instructions would specify
how different categories of statuses affect the
honoring of an account, and what categories
of statuses can use what kinds of accounts.
Future research on accounts may fruitfully take as a unit of analysis the speech
cornrn~tzity.~~
This unit is composed of
human aggregates in frequent and regular
interaction. By dint of their association
sharers of a distinct body of verbal signs
are set off from other speech communities. By
speech community we do not refer to language communities, distinguished by being
cokposed of users of formally different languages. Nor do we refer simply to dialect
communities, composed of persons who employ a common spoken language which is
a verbal variant of a more widely used written language.
Speech con~munitiesdefine for their members the appropriate lingual forms to be
used amongst themselves. Such communities
are located in the social structure of any
society. They mark off segments of society
from one another, and also distinguish different kinds of activities. Thus, the everyday
language of lower-class teenage gangs differs
sharply from that of the social workers who
70 For the methodology of such studies sociologists
may well investigate the anthropological technique
of componential analysis, i.e., the study of contrast
sets. The clearest statement of the method of componential analysis is that of Charles 0. Frake, "The
Ethnographic Study of Cognitive Systems," in Anthropology and H u m a n Behavior, op. cjt., pp. 7285. A related methodology is developed by Sacks in
Thr Search for Help, op. cit.
1
' See Charles 0 . Fralte, ''Holr. to Arli ior a
Drink in Subanun," in T h e Ethnogvapky of C o m mz~nicalions,op. cit., pp. 127-132.
T 2 The idea of a "speech community" is usefully
developed by John J. Gumperz in "Speech Variation
and the Study of Indian Civilization," in Langz~age
in Culture and Society, edited by Dell Hymes, N. Y.:
Harper and Row, 1964, pp. 416-423 ; and "Linguistic
and Social Interaction in Two Communities,)' in
Ethnography of Comnzztnications, op. cit., pp. 13713'3.
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interview them, and the language by which a
science teacher demonstrates to his students
how to combine hydrogen and oxygen in
order to produce water differs from the
language employed by the same teacher to
tell his inquisitive six-year-old son how
babies are created. The types of accounts
appropriate to each speech community differ
in form and in content. The usage of particular speech norms in giving an account has
consequences for the speaker depending
upon the relationship between the form used
and the speech community into which it is
introduced.
A single individual may belong to several
speech communities a t the same time, or in
the course of a lifetime. Some linguistic
devices (such as teenage argot) are appropriate only to certain age groups and are
discarded as one passes into another age
grouping; others, such as the linguistic forms
used by lawyers in the presence of judges,
are appropriate to certain status sets and
are consecutively employed and discarded as
the individual moves into and out of inter-

actions with his various status partners.
Some individuals are dwellers in but a single
speech community; they move in circles in
which all employ the same verbal forms.
The aged and enfeebled members of class or
ethnic ghettoes are an obvious example.
Others are constant movers through differing speech communities, adeptly employing
language forms suitable to the time and place
they occupy. Social workers who face teenage delinquents, fellow workers, lawyers,
judges, their own wives, 2nd children, all in
one day, are an example.
In concluding we may note that, since it is
with respect to deviant behavior that we call
for accounts, the study of deviance and the
study of accounts are intrinsically related,
and a clarification of accounts will constitute
a clarification of deviant phenomena-to the
extent that deviance is considered in an
interacticnal framework.73
7 3 \ire refer to the approach to deviance clearly
summarized by Howard S. Becker, T h e Outsiders,
N. Y.: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1963, esp. pp.

1-18.

A SCALE FOR DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESSES *
ROBERTK. LEIK AND RIERLYN
MATTHEWS
University of Washington
A common conceptzialization i n social science i~ a developmental process implying a series o f
stages, each of which is characterized b y a set of traits. Acquisition and dropping o f traits occur
i n the same ordered sequence, but not necessarily at the same rate. T h e acquisition process is
such that G u t t m a n scaling procedures wozlld be appropriate, but these procedures do not
allow earlier traits t o be dropped as development proceeds.
A new scaling procedure is presented which is appropriate for developmental processes. I t e m
ordering is discussed and t w o indicators of the utility of the scale are provided: (1) a n index
of scalability which shows the proportional improvement over expected error under a n
hypothesis of random ordering, e.g., n o scale, and ( 2 ) a n appropriate significance test, also
under a random ordering hypothesis.
T w o illustrations of the scale are provided which involve data on the independence of wives,
and data pertaining t o patterns of family recreation. I n general, the developmental scale is
well-suited t o describing these data, whereas G u t t m a n scales are inadequate.

of the major orientations to the
study of social phenomena is "developmental," which is to say that the
focus is on a sequence of stages through
which an individual, an interpersonal relaNE

*Revised version of a paper read a t the Pacific
Sociological Association meetings, Long Beach,
California, March, 1967.

tionship, a group, an organization, or perhaps
a social institution passes.l The concept of a
developmental sequence has usually been an
1 Developmental conceptualizations are common
to such diverse areas as personality theories, see
Calvin S. Hall and Gardner Lindzey, Theories o f
Personality, New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1957, particularly regarding the question of early
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